
  

Yak Strata Drysuit
Reference# 83275-M

Yak Strata Drysuit
The Strata drysuit draws on our vast experience in the
design & manufacture of paddling specific drysuits.
Fitted with a storm collar and stowable hi-vis hood, you
stay protected on the water in all weathers. The 3-layer
waterproof, breathable material makes sure you keep
warm and dry but also stops you overheating. The
stretchy Glideskin neoprene neck and wrist seals along
with the YKK AQUASEAL® flexible cross shoulder zip
construction, means the suit is easy to put on and is
ideal for saltwater environments. For a comfortable fit,
the drysuit is fitted with and wrist, ankle, and waist
adjusters along with internal braces. For improved
durability in high-use areas, the seat and knees are
reinforced with Cordura giving you extra protection.

 Facts 

Enhanced 3-layer breathable 20k material keeps you warm and dry
Storm collar with stowable high vis hood keeps the elements out
Cordura reinforced seat and knees gives extra protection in high use areas
Paddle specific cut with rear stretch panel ensures flexibility and comfort
Glideskin neoprene neck and wrist seals for a comfortable fit and to keep the water on the outside
YKK AQUASEAL® flexible cross shoulder zip construction for smooth and easy operation
Internal braces coupled with wrist, ankle and waist adjusters allow maximum adjustment for the
perfect fit
Twin Adjustment Single Lined Neoprene Waistband
Reflective highlights for improved visibility
2-year warranty



Product Detail
Area of application Paddling and dinghy sailing

Material Crewsaver Superlite w/b 20k 3L

Lining Separate lightweight thermal liner

Adjustments Waist adjustment

Main zipper type PU/Plastic, closed
 Soft PU/plastic with teeth, closed - 1 zipper puller

Neck seal Neoprene glide skin

Wrist seals Neoprene

Colour Red/black

Reflective material Yes

Hood HiVis hood in collar

Gloves 5-finger neoprene in sleeve pocket

Boots / socks Socks

Reinforcement knee Additional layer of reinforcement material

Reinforcement in seat Additional layer of reinforcement material

Braces (elastic adjustable) No
 Yes

Thermal protection without lining/inherent
insulation

Ca 1 hour in cold water (watertemp less than 5°C) 

Collar Storm collar with hood
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